We gratefully thank all reviewers for the careful reading and valuable comments. Below we provide
our point-by-point responses to the reviewer’s comments. In the following context, raised
comments/suggestions are marked in black, responses are presented in red, and changes to the
manuscript/supplement information are indicated in blue. The figures and tables in the following
response are numbered consecutively in three replies to reviewers. Additionally, we corrected any
minor typo that we recognized in the manuscript and supplement.
The legitimate questions about the real meaning of the PMF factors in the context of thermogram data
led us to reconsider the strict distinction of type V and D factors. Instead, we now use the term
“sample” factor and relabel the factors as AF1 - AF5 (before AV1-AV4 and AD5) and SF1 - SF5
(before SV1-SV4 and SD5) for α-pinene and SQTmix SOA systems. We use the new labels in our
responses to be consistent with the revised manuscript. Note that the interpretation of the factors has
not changed, only the labels were adjusted to remove some potential for misunderstandings.
Reply to Reviewer 1
Overall, I find this an interesting study that adds to our understanding of particle evaporation behavior
and the influence of water on particle composition and evaporation behavior. My major comment
relates to the definition of “factors” and how the concept of a factor can be consistent with
shifting/evolving evaporation profiles between conditions.
Specific Comments
Comment

L170: It is stated that the evaporation rate in dry SOA particles is slowest owing to
“considerable kinetic limitations arising from high particle viscosity.” As currently
written, this is stated as a categorical result. However, there has not yet been discussion
of the extent to which chemical differences in the dry versus wet particles could lead
to volatility changes separate from viscosity changes. In fact, later in the same
paragraph the authors note that aqueous-phase processing occurs when the particles
are exposed to 80% RH. I suggest it would be useful if the authors work to better
separate results from conclusions to first demonstrate that one effect must be more
important than another in determining the overall behavior.

Response

We agree with the reviewer’s comment and thus extend the discussion in section 3.1.1.

Changes

Section 3.1.1
[…] The evaporation rate of dry SOA particles is the slowest, and the differences in
sum (Figure 2) and factor thermograms (Figure 3 and Figure 4) between two

evaporation stages are minor. The particle evaporation rate became faster with
increasing RH for both SOA systems. When particulate water was present, the
contribution of compounds in the SVOC range were reduced during fresh stages
(Figure 2). As shown in previous studies (Yli-Juuti et al., 2017; Buchholz et al., 2019;
Li et al., 2019; Zaveri et al., 2020), considerable kinetic limitations exist for the
evaporation of volatile compounds in this type of dry SOA particles due to the
substantially high viscosity. Particulate water reduces the viscosity and thus enhances
particle evaporation with increasing RH. The comparable evaporation rates under
intermediate and high RH conditions suggest that particle evaporation can be
approximated assuming liquid-like behavior in this RH range (i.e., RH ≥ 40%). But in
addition to this plasticizing effect, particulate water content may also induce chemical
aqueous-phase processes during isothermal evaporation (Buchholz et al., 2019; Petters
et al., 2020). For the investigated SOA particles, we observed strong evidence of such
processes under high RH conditions (RH = 80%). These are detailed in section 3.3.3.
Quantifying the effects of particle viscosity and aqueous-phase processes on the SOA
particle evaporation would require developing detailed processes models considering
particle phase chemistry, which is not the primary focus of this study.
At any set RH, […]
Comment

L208: The authors state that “Each derived factor constitutes a group of organic
compounds with the same thermal desorption behavior.” While this seems like an a
priori true statement, I find it difficult to reconcile with the fact that the authors observe
different thermal desorption profiles for the same factors between different conditions.
Consider AV2 and AV4 in Fig. 3. Or any of the factors in Fig. 4. The peak desorption
temperature and profile shapes change between the different conditions, even at the
same RH. This is most evident at high RH. It would seem, therefore, that one factor
can have more than one desorption profile and thus different thermal desorption
behavior. It would be useful if the authors could provide further discussion regarding
such differences for factors. I find it very interesting that the desorption profile for a
given factor—presumably, a collection of molecules—should change so much.

Response

We thank the reviewer for directing our attention to this important aspect of our PMF
results in this comment and the comment about L 330. It is indeed beneficial to extend
the discussion on what a PMF factor represents in the context of FIGAERO
thermogram data to help the reader understand the underlying meaning of the observed

changes in the shape of the factor thermogram. We decided to add most of this
discussion to section S1.2.3 in the Supplement so that the manuscript is still primarily
focused on the interpretation of the data but not shifted too much to the discussion of
the analysis method. Additionally, we adjusted the introduction of PMF factors in
section 3.2.
There are two types of changes for the factor thermogram shapes: (i) “small” changes
in characteristic Tdesorp of < 15 °C for signals in the S/LVOC range (i.e., AF1 and SF1)
and (ii) “large” changes in T50 and/or strong changes in the factor thermogram shapes
for factors affected by aqueous-phase processes (e.g., AF3, SF3). We will address the
“small” changes first and then provide some additional thoughts for the second type.
Note that this second type of change is which the reviewer mentioned in the comment
about line 330.
The factor mass spectra and factor “time series” (for FIGAERO: factor thermograms)
from PMF analysis are indeed “fixed”. I.e., the factor mass spectra are identical at each
point in time (that means also for each sample), and the normalized factor
thermograms are identical for each ion in the same factor. The only variable term is
the residual matrix (E in Eq. S2). The interpretation of this mathematical concept is
that PMF finds the parts of the signals (ions) that correlate with each other. The reason
for that correlation can be a common source or formation process. Specifically, for
FIGAERO thermogram data, it can be similar desorption behavior (i.e., similar
volatility).
We will use a simplified artificial data set to illustrate the performance of the PMF
algorithm. This data set contains 4 “ions” that would be detected by FIGAERO-CIMS.
Each ion is constructed using compounds with distinct volatility behavior
characterized by their Tmax and remaining fraction after evaporation. The ions #1 - #3
contain only one compound each (A1, B1, C1, respectively). Ion #4 contains 3
compounds (A2, B2 and C2). The same letter in the compound label means that the
compounds exhibit the same volatility. E.g., A1 and A2 both have a Tmax of 50 °C and
show an isothermal evaporation to 0.1 of their starting value.
The thermograms of the individual compounds were constructed using gaussian
curves with some random noise.
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with I(T) intensity of the single compound thermogram, Tmax peak position of the
thermogram and noise random noise term.
The ions are formed by using multiples of these compound thermograms (Ia(T), Ib(T),
Ic(T)) or combinations of them (for ion #4), as summarized in Table R1. Two SOA
samples were created: Sample #1 which mimics the fresh case with no evaporation
and sample #2 in which the volatile compounds (A1, A2, B1, and B2) have evaporated
according to their volatility. The ion thermograms for these samples are shown in
Figure R1. Note that the ratios between A2 and B2 are different for the two samples.
PMF finds a fairly good solution with 2 factors (see Figure R2 and Table R2): F2
containing C1&2 is identical for sample #1 and #2 as it should be. F1 contains
compounds A1&2 and B1&2. The Tmax value of F1 are 52 and 53 °C for the two
samples and the shape of the factor thermogram changes. As the ratio between A and
B changes between two samples (i.e., A1&2 are more efficiently removed by
isothermal evaporation than B1&2), the smallest residuals are achieved by shifting the
thermogram of F1 towards the Tmax value of B1&2. The PMF reconstruction will not
be “perfect” for either sample since neither A1&2 nor B1&2 are captured completely.
However, a 2-factor solution is sufficient for interpretating the overall evaporation
behavior. We can easily see that F1 is removed with isothermal evaporation and F2
remains. In a 3-factor solution (see Figure R2 and Table R2), A1&2 and B1&2 are
separated into two factors F1 and F3 and no change in the thermogram shapes are
observed between the samples. For the interpretation, we can state that F1 is a bit more
volatile than F3 and both are systematically removed by isothermal evaporation.
Table R1. Summary of ions in the artificial data (Table S2 in the Supplement)
Remaining

Thermogram – Sample #1

Thermogram – Sample #2

0.1

0.75×Ia(T)

0.075×Ia(T)

55

0.5

0.75×Ib(T)

0.375×Ib(T)

C1

70

1.0

0.5×Ic(T)

0.50×Ic(T)

A2, B2, C2

multi-modal

complex

1.0×Ia(T)+1.0×Ib(T)+ 1.0×Ic(T)

0.1×Ia(T)+0.5×Ib(T)+1.0×Ic(T)

Compounds

Tmax / °C

ion #1

A1

50

ion #2

B1

ion #3
ion #4

Fraction

Figure R1. Ion thermograms in the artificial data set. (Figure S7 in the supplement)

Figure R2. PMF results for artificial data. Factor thermograms (a and b) and residual as time series
(c). (Figure S8 in the supplement)

Table R2. Compound distributions in PMF factor solutions in the artificial data (Table S3 in the
supplement)
Solution

F1

F2

F3

2 – factor solution

A1, A2, B1, B2

C1, C2

N/A

3 – factor solution

B1, B2

C1, C2

A1, A2

In a real SOA particle sample, hundreds of compounds covering a range of volatilities
are present. One FIGAERO-CIMS ion with a single elemental composition can
contain multiple isomers and/or fragments from multiple different parent compounds.
These real compounds within one elemental composition may have different
desorption behavior (like the A, B, and C compounds in the example above). PMF
groups the compounds with the most similar desorption behavior into a few factors
with fixed ratios between the ion contributions. The result is always a compromise
between finding as few factors as possible and reconstructing the majority of the ion
thermograms correctly. For the case of AF1 and SF1, PMF finds the
compounds/signals which are most similar (but not identical) in their evaporation
behavior. The desorption behavior of the compounds in these factors span over a
narrow Tmax-range which we characterize with the characteristic Tdesorp (e.g., Fig 5a
and 6a). During isothermal evaporation, the most volatile fraction of the factor
evaporates a little bit more than the rest. Ideally, we would allow adjustments in the
factor mass spectrum to account for these changes. However, PMF is not able to do
that by design. Instead, it finds a nearly optimal compromise by increasing the
characteristic Tdesorp of the factor to minimize the residuals for all ions present in the
factor. Figure R3 shows the behavior of 3 different ions which have a strong
contribution to AF1 (factor thermogram shown in red (dry) and blue (high RH)). In
the dry and fresh sample (red lines), the single ion thermograms are well reconstructed
by PMF (i.e., very small difference between dash vs solid red lines). In the high RH
and fresh sample (blue lines), one ion is still reconstructed well (c), one shows an
underestimation around Tdesorp 100 °C (b), and one exhibits an overestimation in that
Tdesorp range (a). This difference in residuals indicates that these 3 ions are
experiencing different changes under high RH conditions. I.e., that their “contribution”
to the factor mass spectrum has changed somewhat. We carefully inspected the
residuals for the reconstructed ion thermograms and found that for each factor with a

significant change in thermogram shape, there were some ions which changed their
“goodness of reconstruction” in the relevant Tdesorp range.

Figure R3. Measured (solid lines) and PMF-reconstructed (dashed) ion thermograms. The colored
areas indicate the fraction of the signal that is explained by AF1. (Figure S9 in the supplement)
One would assume that this “issue” could be fixed in the same way as for the simple
artificial sample above by adding one more factor. We tested the α-pinene data with
up to 12 factors and the SQTmix data with 13 factors (i.e., 4 more than in the presented
solution). We did not see that the introduction of a factor would separate this slightly
different desorption behavior. A splitting into AF1a and AF1b may happen eventually
after the occurrence of severe factor splitting and the introduction of multiple “noise”
factors. The primary aim of a PMF analysis is to reduce the number of variables for
the interpretation step and to identify underlying trends in the data. The behavior of
AF1 was interpreted as a systematic removal of compounds mostly affected by
isothermal evaporation. A further splitting of AF1 does not provide any additional
insight into the overall evaporation behavior of the SOA samples.
For the second type of change in factor thermogram shape (ii), it is necessary to
consider aqueous phase processes. The volatility of the factors exhibiting this type of
change are in the LVOC or ELVOC range (e.g., AF3). No significant isothermal
evaporation is expected for compounds within this range. For AF3, there was a higher

contribution of SVOC compounds in the high RH and fresh case which cannot be
explained with any isothermal evaporation pathway. With the available data, we
cannot give a definite answer to why these strong changes occur. But we can try to
provide a plausible explanation.
The reason for the observed factor thermogram behavior may be connected to the fact
that the ions detected in FIGAERO-CIMS are not always the same as the molecules
in the particle. One possibility can be thermal induced changes like decarboxylation
or dehydration. Another possible option is the thermal decomposition of true dimers
(or oligomers) into the monomer units. Assume there are the compounds A, B, C with
similar desorption behavior in the sample under dry conditions. They are detected as
the ions with the corresponding sum formulas A, B, C. If some of these compounds
are “activated” in an aqueous phase to form dimers (e.g., via (hemi-)acetal bonds),
there would be the compounds A-B, A-A, A-C, etc. in the sample under high RH
conditions. Presumably, the volatility of such dimers is lower than that of the monomer
units, but the coupling bond may not be very strong. Very likely, before these
compounds can thermally desorb, the bond is already broken and leads to the release
of original monomers. The detected ions in FIGAERO-CIMS would again show up as
A, B, C with (almost) identical ratios as in the dry case. But Tdesorp would have shifted
to higher values as now we observe thermal decomposition of the dimers instead of
direct desorption of the monomers. One can further speculate that with increasing
reaction time (i.e., the time in the RTC), the fraction of (low-volatility) oligomers
increases which increases the apparent characteristic Tdesorp of the factor even further.
As the shifts are mostly observed comparing the dry to high RH conditions, the
presence of water must play an important role. It could be that the high viscosity in
the dry particles also limits the formation processes of such oligomers. The reaction
partners have to meet each other which may be very slow in a (semi-)solid phase. But
water could also be involved directly in the formation processes. Many of the
suggested coupling reactions (e.g., esterification), are catalyzed by available H+ or OHin a liquid phase. Similar ideas of reversible oligomer formation have been explored
in model calculations (Schobesberger et al., 2018) and were suggested in D’Ambro et
al. (2018), Zaveri et al. (2020) and Pospisilova et al. (2021) to explain their
observations. Especially for small highly oxygenated ions (e.g., C2H2O3), the main

source seems to be from decomposition of different parent compounds at different
Tdesorp values.
Changes

Section 3.2
[…] Each derived factor constitutes a group of organic compounds with very similar
“temporal” behavior. The PMF algorithm does not prescribe any meaning to the
position of a value in the dataset, i.e., the Tdesorp or desorption time values are only
used to define the order of the data points. When volatility acts as the primary factor
driving the composition change in the particles, compounds with similar desorption
behavior correlate and are grouped into factors. In each factor, compounds of similar
volatility evaporate in a similar manner during the isothermal evaporation so that the
shape of the factor thermogram remains more or less constant between conditions.
However, the occurrence of aqueous-phase processes may complicate the grouping of
compounds especially for highly oxidized samples (Buchholz et al., 2020).
Compounds with somewhat different volatility may no longer be separated but rather
be grouped together due to how they are affected by the aqueous phase. This can create
changes in the appearance of the factor thermogram (e.g., broadening) and possibly
induce a non-negligible shift in Tdesorp (≥ 15 °C) dependent on the extent of aqueousphase processes. We provide more details about the behavior of the PMF algorithm,
how compounds are grouped and why the shape and characteristic Tdesorp may change
in the Supplement (see Section S1.2.3).

Comment

L215: It would be useful to have further discussion of how the “background” factors
were identified. The authors retain only 5 factors in their analysis, suggesting that there
are 5 background factors. This seems excessive. What does it mean for these to be
“predominately in filter blank measurements?”

Response

We agree with the raised comment. As shown in Figure R4, we compared the total
sum of sample and background factors in each FIGAERO-CIMS sample for α-pinene
(a) and SQTmix SOA particles (b), respectively. In each SOA system, the absolute
signal strength of the total sum of background factors is similar regardless of sample
types. Within filter blank samples, background factors account for at least 80% of the
total sum signal. Moreover, background factors displayed either constant or very
shallow thermal desorption profiles. We modified the paragraph about the background
factors to clarify the identification of factor types in section 3.2.

We would also like to point out that we did not identify 5 background factors in each
sample. Instead, there are two sets of background factors. This may be due to changes
in contamination when changing/inspecting the FIGAERO filter between experiments.
Each blank measurement has 2 or 3 B factors. For the SQTmix SOA, B3 occurred in
each blank. But Snap Blank 54 contained B2, while the Snap Blanks 60 and 61 had a
somewhat different factor B1. The sum of B3 & B2, and B3 & B1 were almost
identical. The samples collected on the corresponding days also contained either B1
or B2. This highlights the importance of regular blank measurements as close to the
experiment conditions as possible. Also, this shows how the PMF analysis still
identifies the background contributions even if there are some changes in the detailed
composition.
While these details are very interesting and taught us a lot about the FIGAERO sample
collection and how to improve the sample quality especially for very small mass
loadings (< 30ng), this is besides the main focus of this paper. Hence, we decided to
not include a detailed interpretation of the background factors in the manuscript.

Figure R4. Total sum of sample factors (i.e., type F) and background factors (i.e., type
B) in FIGAERO-CIMS samples for α-pinene (a) and SQTmix SOA particles (b).
Change

Section 3.2

[…] The sum of type B factors showed similar absolute signal strength regardless of
sample types. But while this contributed 10 - 60% to the total sum signal of the particle
samples, it accounted for more than 80% of the total sum signal in filter blank samples.
Type B factors displayed either nearly constant or very shallow factor thermograms.
Comment

Fig. S6: I find these “Kroll diagrams” a bit strange. These assume, presumably, that
every ion is a unique molecule and not a fragment, correct? It could be more
informative (or at least equally informative) to show one diagram that uses the average
OsC and average Cnum for each factor.

Response

We do not assume that every ion is a unique molecule and not a fragment. Instead,
every ion can be multiple molecules or a fragment due to thermal decomposition.
Using these “Kroll diagrams” in Figure S6 gave us useful information beyond the
average properties of factors and allowed us to compare ion distributions between
sample factors. Different from the traditional Kroll diagram, the modified one used in
Figure S6 (now renumbered as Figure S10 in the supplement) avoided the overlapping
issue which arises from hundreds of molecules detected on CIMS but still gave a better
visualization by lumping compounds with the same carbon number into grids with a
0.2-interval on the y-axis of OSc. We have modified the introduction of these diagrams
at the end of Section 3.2 to avoid further misunderstandings.
We agree that it can be helpful to show one diagram summarizing the OSc and Cnum
info for each factor which is only presented in the factor in the labels of Figure 3c and
4c in the main text. The corresponding results are presented in Figure S11.

Changes

In section 3.2
[…] Furthermore, ion distributions and bulk properties are visualized for each sample
factor in the form of modified Kroll diagrams (Kroll et al., 2011) in Figure S10 and
S11 by plotting the average carbon oxidation state (OSc) versus the carbon number
(Cnum). By lumping ions with the same carbon number into a grid with a 0.2-interval
on the y-axis of OSc, the issue of overlapping signals was avoided.

Figure S11. Kroll diagrams for the average carbon oxidation state (OSc) and carbon
number (Cnum) of each sample factor in α-pinene (circle) and SQTmix (square) SOA
particles.
Comment

Definition of factors as V or D: I find it helpful that the authors have worked to classify
factors according to their thermal profiles. I think that this helps with understanding.
But it would be useful to hear more about how they made decisions in what might be
considered in between or marginal cases. For example, for the AV4 α-pinene factor,
the desorption profiles are really, really broad and with much intensity remaining out
to very high temperatures. And the fresh high RH SV4 SQTmix factor looks pretty
similar to the SD5 factor for high RH RTC. As such, there seems to be some ambiguity
in the definitions/assignment and it would be helpful if the authors were to address
this further.

Response

In light of the insights we gained from composing the answer to the comments about
the shape and characteristic Tdesorp changes of the factor thermograms, we decided to
abandon the sharp distinction between type V and D in the manuscript and only refer
to “sample” factors (type F) vs background factors (type B). This is only a change in
terminology to make the discussion more readable. We do keep the detailed
description about the behavior of AF5 and SF5 (before AD5 and SD5) and how that
is different from the factors AF1-4 and SF1-4 in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. However,
since the reviewer raises a legitimate question about the differences between SF4 and
SF5, we provide the following answer anyway. In the reply we use the factor labels of
the revised manuscript (AV4 = AF4, AD5 = AF5, SV4 = SF4, SD5 = SF5).

Whether a factor is considered to be type V or D is based on the careful analysis of its
thermal desorption behavior and mass spectrum. Since no absolutely objective
parameters can be used, there are borderline cases which could fall into either category.
The classification with D or V is mostly there to indicate the dominance of thermal
decomposition and the disconnect of molecular weight and elemental composition
trends with the factor volatility (see details below for SF4 & SF5). Both types were
included in the analysis and interpretation of the PMF results.
The desorption profile of AF4 was very broad and remained at high intensity at very
high temperature. But it still contained characteristic features which are
distinguishable from the decomposition factor AF5. AF4 displayed a distinguishable
maximum desorption temperature in its desorption profile. Additionally, we grouped
compounds by carbon number and calculated their signal contribution to each sample
factor, shown in Figure R5. As compared to any other factor, AF4 had the largest
contribution of compounds with carbon number of 10 or more and thus had the highest
average molecular weight. Note that AF4 also consisted of ions with carbon number
of 6 or less (approximately 20% in signal contribution) as well, which might indicate
non-negligible contributions of decomposition products.

Figure R5. Signal distribution across three ranges of carbon number (Cnum) in
sample factors of α-pinene SOA particles.
In the SQTmix SOA system, SF4 and SF5 did show very similar thermograms.
However, the mass spectrum of SF4 displayed very different features from that of SF5.
The mass spectrum of SF4 had a larger contribution of compounds above 200 amu.
We again grouped compounds by carbon number and calculated their signal
contribution to each sample factor, shown in Figure R5. For SF1 – 4, the contribution
of compounds with carbon number of 11 or more increased with the decreasing factor
volatility as indicated, for instance, by the characteristic Tdesorp (the 25th – 50th – 75th

percentile values) of a factor thermogram. However, this trend breaks, when applied
to SF5. Even though SF5 had the Tdesorp as high as SF4, its factor mass spectrum rather
resembles that of SF3. In other words, using the factor mass spectrum of SF5 to
estimate the volatility with an elemental composition-based parameterization would
yield a volatility similar to that of SF3 which is inconsistent with the differences in
their Tdesorp values. While it is possible that the compounds with low carbon number
in SF5 are isomers with much lower volatility, the more likely explanation is that these
are fragments of much larger/heavier molecules which decomposed before they could
evaporate.

Figure R6. Signal distribution across four ranges of carbon number (Cnum) in sample
factors of SQTmix SOA particles.
Change

Section 3.2
Two types of factors were identified. Factors occurring in particle samples but
predominantly in filter blank measurements are defined as type B (“background”)
factors. The sum of type B factors showed similar absolute signal strength regardless
of sample types. But while this contributed 10 - 60% to the total sum signal of the
particle samples, it accounted for more than 80% of the total sum signal in filter blank
samples. Type B factors displayed either nearly constant or very shallow factor
thermograms. Factors which showed contributions in particle samples but not in filter
blank samples were assumed to describe the collected particle sample and thus defined
as type F (“sample”) factors. In Buchholz et al. (2020), these sample factors were
distinguished into the ones dominated by direct desorption of compounds (type V) and
those dominated by products of thermal decomposition (type D). The careful analysis
of the sample factors in this study showed that we could not make such a strict
distinction. Thus, we decided to use the terms background factor (type B) and sample

factor (type F) and point out which of the sample factors shows strong signs of thermal
decomposition products.
Comment

L263: The authors note that it is difficult to compare between experiments in terms of
absolute signals owing to differences and uncertainty in collected mass. However, the
authors presumably know the volume of material collected, and using reasonable
estimates of density this should allow for comparability to well within a factor of two.
Through normalization to the total signal, the authors do work to make the factorspecific observations quantitatively comparable. Use of a second method to estimate
the total mass collected would help to validate the normalization method, as there is
an implicit (but as best I can tell unstated) assumption that the CIMS response is the
same for all factors.

Response

The information about the used sensitivity values for the CIMS data analysis are
indeed important. We have added the information about using uniform sensitivity and
transmission for all ions now to the detailed description of the CIMS measurements in
Supplement section S1.1.4:

Change

Section S1.1.4
In the absence of a reliable transmission and sensitivity calibration for the relevant
compounds detected with FIGAERO-CIMS, we assume uniform sensitivity and
transmission for all ions. We conducted SMPS measurements prior to the FIGAEROCIMS sample collection. Accounting for the amount of particulate water, changes in
the VFR and organic density, we derived the theoretical collected mass on the filter
from the sampled volume for the fresh stages. For the RTC stages, particles in the 100L RTC were assumed to be 100% collected on the FIGAERO filter to provide an upper
limit of the collected amount. As shown in Figure R7, the collected mass is almost
linearly correlated with the total signal of sample factor between conditions, which
validates the normalization methods used in this study. The collected mass seems to
be overestimated for the two high-RH RTC samples. These experiments proved to be
the most challenging to collect sufficient material on the filter. However, we could not
rule out if there were increased particle losses in the transfer from the RTC to the filter
or if other issues led to the overestimation from the SMPS measurements.

Figure R7. Association between total sample signals on FIGAERO-CIMS and
collected mass derived from SMPS measurements. The total sample signal is
calculated as the product of signal intensity (I) and molecular weight (MW). This
allows for a convenient cross-instrument comparison between FIGAERO-CIMS and
SMPS. Unity sensitivity was applied for FIGAERO-CIMS data, while 100% filter
collection efficiency was applied for deriving the collected mass from SMPS data. The
error bar in the x axis indicates the range of collected mass. (Figure S2 in the
supplement)
Comment

Fig. 5 and 6: I understand the authors’ motivation to exclude Tdesorp and NCR values
in cases for which the desorption profile is not well-formed owing to limited signal.
However, for the NCR I would encourage the authors to put perhaps an open symbol
at the lowest NCR value (0.1) as a visual indication to the reader that the signal is very
small for that particular factor & condition.

Response

Thanks for the comment! We modified the figures as requested.

Comment

L300: Regarding the authors’ discussion of SV4 as an ELVOC and the observation of
a major shift in the NCR under humid conditions, I return to my previous comment
regarding the identification of this factor as a “V” type to begin with. There is certainly,
in my opinion, ambiguity in this identification, which affects the interpretation and
determination that this observation is “surprising.”
Further discussion here would be helpful. For SV2, I’m a little surprised myself to see
this identified as being in the “ELVOC range.” The peak of this factor profile is fully
in the “LVOC” range. Further, the volatility really exists as a continuum with the sharp
lines drawn for convenience more than reality (although there is, of course, a tie to

physical behavior that underlies these distinctions). Only once things go to high RH
does the SV2 factor shift to the ELVOC volatility range. But this is a shift from the
dry conditions, indicating that perhaps some chemical change has occurred.
Response

Regarding the assignment of type “V” to the SV4 (now SF4), please refer to our
response above about the process for identifying type V vs D. The factor type
identification does not affect our interpretation and the determination that this
observation is “surprising”. We use “surprising” to emphasize the importance of
aqueous-phase processes for SF4 here. If volatility would be the only driving factor
for the removal of SF4, little evaporation would be expected for SV4 within the
timescale of 0.25 h (Li and Shiraiwa, 2019; Li et al., 2019).
It is indeed somewhat challenging to assign a factor to the certain (single) volatility
range. Which volatility was assigned to the factor is carefully and objectively decided
by the characteristic Tdesorp (the 25th – 50th – 75th percentile values). We did not mean
to state SF2 have volatility in the ELVOC range. The misunderstanding was due to
the unclear use of the expression “(E)LVOC” without proper introduction. (E)LVOC
indicates that factors are either in the LVOC or in the ELVOC range. We modified the
sentence and also clearly specified the meaning of (E)LVOC at its very first
occurrence.
Furthermore, as explained in the previous comment, we removed the strict distinction
of type V and D and now just point out if a sample factor is dominated by products
from thermal decomposition products.

Change

Section 3.1.2
Under dry conditions, a larger fraction of LVOC and ELVOC (collectively (E)LVOC)
[…]
Section 3.3.1
[…] The decrease of NCR for SF2 and SF4, which have its volatility in the LVOC
and ELVOC range respectively, […]

Comment

L330: The authors note that chemical transformations could cause changes in Tdesorp
and thermogram widths with RH for a given factor. But what is a factor even if the
chemical composition has changed? Isn’t a factor presumably a collection of
molecules (or at least ion signals) that are invariant/grouped together? If chemical

changes occur, wouldn’t one expect this to end up as a different factor? Or is the
argument here that chemical changes occur, but these chemical changes somehow lead
to the same mass spectra/factor as before the chemical changes occurred? I suggest
that further discussion is warranted. Similarly, on line 337 the authors note that “some
of the compounds grouped into AV3 must have evaporated…or continued to react.”
Can it really be “some” of the compounds if the factor itself is a stable/real thing? (Yes,
factors are just mathematical constructs, but they still need to be stable, right?) How
does one lose some compounds but not others from a factor and still have it come out
as the same factor?
Response

Please see our response to the comment above for Line 208.

Comment

Section 3.3.3: Here, the authors aim to provide general understanding of the nature of
the chemical processes or shifts in volatility that occur upon humidification. One thing
that I think could be useful is if the authors were to further compare between the apinene and SQTmix. For example, it seems noteworthy that the “D” type factor
identified for both exhibit completely distinct behavior. If anything, I would have
intuitively thought that the “decomposition” factors would exhibit similar behavior
between both chemical systems. Clearly, intuition is not serving me well here, which
is why I think that further compare/contrast would help to strengthen the discussion
further.

Response

Thanks for the comment pointing out the need for a clarification. We would like to
highlight that the molecular structures of the two precursors were very different which
yielded quite distinctly different mass spectra for the two SOA systems. In total, 771
and 821 ions were identified in α-pinene and SQTmix SOA system. Only 338 common
ions occurred in both SOA systems. This represents 53.6% and 43.8% of the total
signals for α-pinene and SQTmix dry fresh samples which exhibited the least amount
of isothermal evaporation.
Although both AF5 and SF5 showed up as decomposition factors, it does not indicate
that their compositions are similar. As these two factors originated from two SOA
system, it is highly possible that they can behave differently against particulate water.
It is also important to remember in this context that the products of any decomposition
process may be similar or even identical, but they may stem from completely different
parent compounds. Especially, very small fragments (e.g., oxalic acid or acetic acid)

carry very little information about the original molecule they came from. We have
now clarified this in the text.
Change

Section 3.3.2
[…] Although both AF5 and SF5 were dominated by products of thermal
decomposition, it does not indicate that their compositions are similar. While the mass
spectra of AF5 was dominated by ions with Cnum from 7 to 10, major ions in the mass
spectra of SF5 tended to have Cnum of 6 or below (Figure S10). As these two factors
originated from two different SOA systems, it is highly possible that they can behave
differently against particulate water. It is also important to remember in this context
that the products of any decomposition process may be similar or even identical, but
they may stem from completely different parent compounds. Especially, very small
fragments (e.g., oxalic acid or acetic acid) carry very little information about the
original molecule they came from.
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